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Introduction
This guide summarises the extent to which parties to litigation are required to provide
documents to each other across the three main jurisdictions within the UK, namely England
& Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland.
The process within each jurisdiction differs both in name and substance and has seen recent
changes in both England & Wales and Northern Ireland.
In England & Wales, the Disclosure Pilot Scheme was introduced on 1 January 2019 to
replace the existing current regime, found in Part 31 of the Civil Procedure Rules (‘CPR 31’),
for the majority of cases within the Business & Property Courts. The objective of the
Disclosure Pilot Scheme is to modernise the process and make it more cost effective and
proportionate. A key difference under the Disclosure Pilot Scheme is that there is no
presumption that there will be the wide ranging provision of documents. It is likely that, if
successful, the Disclosure Pilot Scheme will replace CPR 31.
In Northern Ireland, the Commercial Hub Practice Direction (01/19) came into effect on 29
April 2019. This Practice Direction created a new Commercial Hub within the High Court and
introduced a number of changes affecting commercial litigation. One of the key changes
involves early directions hearings where parties will be expected to have considered or
agreed the level of document provision required for their case.
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Are parties to litigation required to provide documents?
England & Wales

Scotland

Northern Ireland

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

The process is called disclosure.

The process is called commission and diligence
/recovery of evidence.

The process is called discovery.
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or Scotland

What are the rules and where are they found?
England & Wales

Scotland

Northern Ireland

Governed by:

Governed by:

Governed by:

–

Rule 31 and Practice Directions 31A-31C of
the Civil Procedure Rules; or

–

Rule 35 of the Rules of the Court of Session

–

–

Rule 28 of the Sheriff Court Rules

In the High Court, Order 24 of the Rules of
the Court of Judicature (NI) 1980

–

Practice Direction 51U of the Civil
Procedure Rules (“Disclosure Pilot
Scheme”); or

–

–

In the County Court, Order 15 of the
County Court Rules (Northern Ireland)
1981

–

Other Practice Directions within the Civil
Procedure Rules cover specialist
proceedings with bespoke disclosure
regimes (e.g. Practice Direction 57AB:
Shorter and Flexible trial schemes)

There are specific rules relating to the
Court’s power to take evidence of havers
on commission (explained below) in the
Court of Session Act 1988.

–

Commercial Hub Practice Direction (01/19)
(including for High Court Commercial
actions). This supplements and does not
replace the High Court rules above

–

Orders for the preservation of evidence and
recovery of documents and other property
in advance of an action being raised can be
sought under the Administration of Justice
(Sc) Act 1972 and Chapter 64 of the Rules
of the Court of Session
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What documents must be provided?
England & Wales

Scotland

Northern Ireland

This depends on which disclosure regime
applies and the order made under that regime:

Only documents which are “relevant” to the
issues in dispute can be recovered.

The key test is whether a document is
“relevant”:

–

“Fishing” is not permitted – there must be a
basis for the request for documents in the
written pleadings.

–

documents which may advance or damage
a party’s case; or

–

documents which may lead to a train of
inquiry which could either advance or
damage a party’s case

–

Under CPR 31, there is a menu of options
open to the court but the most common
order requires a party to disclose
documents on which it relies and
documents which adversely affect its case,
adversely affect another party’s case or
support another party’s case (called
Standard Disclosure)
Under the Disclosure Pilot Scheme, it
depends on which of the five disclosure
models (A to E) is ordered by the court e.g.
a party need only disclose documents/
classes of documents that are reasonably
requested by another party (Model C)

Parties can agree to dispense with or limit
discovery subject to asking the court for an
order to that effect.
Additionally, under the Commercial Hub
Practice Direction, the parties can agree to
exchange little or no discovery, full discovery,
electronic discovery or discovery on an issue
by issue basis
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Is it automatic or by court order?
England & Wales

Scotland

Northern Ireland

Disclosure is generally dependent on a court
order that is made at the first substantive
hearing (Costs and Case Management
Conference):

Parties can enrol a motion for commission and
diligence seeking production of documents
referred to in a Specification of Documents
(“Specification”). The Specification contains
numbered paragraphs (“calls”) setting out the
documents, property or information to be
recovered.

Discovery is automatic according to the
timeframes set out in the rules.

–

they wish to dispense with or limit
discovery

The application is intimated to every party and
may be opposed.

–

a party has not provided discovery when it
should have done

–

Under CPR 31, the default order will be for
Standard Disclosure

–

Under the Disclosure Pilot Scheme, there is
no default order and the court will order
one of five disclosure models (A-E) on a
case by case basis

Some types of disclosure however are required
automatically e.g.:
–

documents referred to in the pleadings

–

disclosure provided with statements of case
in the Disclosure Pilot Scheme (initial
disclosure) or in specialist proceedings
(e.g. Shorter Trials scheme)

–

disclosure required under pre-action
protocols

Parties may ask the court for an Order for
Discovery if:

The court will not allow “fishing expeditions”,
i.e. a broad list designed to ascertain what
documents may exist or in the hope that the
documents contain material to allow new
arguments to be advanced.
Parties generally comply voluntarily after the
order for commission and diligence is granted.
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When does it take place?
England & Wales

Scotland

Northern Ireland

Disclosure generally takes place after the first
Costs and Case Management Conference
(‘CCMC’). The timeframe will vary on a case by
case basis.

Different types of actions have different rules
for recovery of documents. Generally, an
application for recovery of documents can be
made at any time.

Discovery should ordinarily be provided within
14 days of the close of pleadings.

Some types of disclosure, however, are
required before the CCMC:
–

disclosure provided with statements of case
in the Disclosure Pilot Scheme or in
specialist proceedings (e.g. Shorter Trials)

–

disclosure required by pre-action protocols

Pleadings are deemed “closed” 21 days after
service of the defence or a reply to the
defence.
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What is a “document”?
England & Wales

Scotland

Northern Ireland

“Document” means anything in which
information of any description is recorded.

“Document” is defined in s9 of the Civil
Evidence (Sc) Act 1988. It includes, in addition
to a document in writing, any map, plan,
drawing, photograph, disc, tape, audio
recording, video etc.

A “document” is any information which is
recorded or stored in hard copy documents,
files, notes, electronic records (including emails), photographs, videos, audio recordings,
CDs, USB sticks etc.

The Disclosure Pilot Scheme specifies that a
document:
–

is not limited to paper or electronic form

–

may be held on computers, memory sticks,
mobile phones or databases etc.

–

includes e-mail, text messages, webmail,
social media and voicemail, audio or visual
recordings

–

extends to information that is stored or
backed-up

–

includes metadata/other embedded data
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Does a search for documents have to be made?
England & Wales

Scotland

Northern Ireland

The extent to which a party must search for
documents depends on the disclosure regime
and what type of disclosure order that party
has been ordered to provide e.g.

A request which includes too wide a search will
not be permitted. Otherwise, parties are
required to disclose documents which fall
within the terms of the Specification and which
are in their possession, custody or control.

Parties are required to disclose documents
which are or have been in their possession,
custody or control.

–

–

for standard disclosure under CPR 31, a
party is required to make a reasonable
search (as determined by the number and
significance of the documents, the cost of
retrieval and the complexity of
proceedings)
for models A and B in the Disclosure Pilot
Scheme, a party does not have to search
for documents

The haver may be entitled to claim a fee for
the search for documents.

Parties have a duty to obtain all documents in
their power from the person(s) who possess
the documents, e.g. from employees.
High Court judges have a general discretion to
make directions regarding the extent of
searches.
If discovery becomes a burdensome exercise,
the Court may intervene to ensure that costs
and time incurred are proportionate.
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What is the procedure for providing documents?
England & Wales

Scotland

Northern Ireland

Disclosure is provided by listing the
documents in a specific form

The motion for commission and diligence (referred to above) is
enrolled with a Specification which sets out the documents the
party wishes to recover.

Disclosure is provided by listing the
documents in a specific form.

A list under CPR 31 is made up of three
sections as follows:
–

documents in a party’s control
which the party will make available
for inspection

–

documents in a party’s control but
the party objects to them being
inspected

–

documents which cannot be
disclosed because they are no
longer in the party’s control

A list under the Disclosure Pilot
Scheme is similar but more concise.
All parties must also sign a Disclosure
Statement or Certificate confirming
what searches it has carried out and
confirming it has complied with its
duties.
Under the Disclosure Pilot Scheme, the
parties’ representatives are under a
duty to make disclosure certifications.

The order and the Specification are usually served on the party
in possession of the documents (the “haver”). The haver has 7
days to comply. The haver must complete the relevant
certificate stating what documents are produced, or that he has
no documents, or that documents exist but are not in his
possession, or that he does not know of the existence of any
documents.
Any documents are sent to the party who has requested them,
who must lodge them with the court within 14 days or notify
every other party that the documents can be made available
within 14 days.
Parties generally comply voluntarily after the order for
commission and diligence is granted. However, if no documents
are produced the party who has obtained the order can fix a
Commission. A Commission is a hearing which takes place
before a “Commissioner” (usually an advocate). The haver is
formally cited to appear and to answer questions about the
documents, and any search carried out to locate them.

The list is made up of three sections
which set out:
–

all documents which are
discoverable

–

all documents which the party
objects to disclosing (and the
grounds for objection e.g.
privilege)

–

all documents which cannot be
disclosed because they are no
longer in the possession, custody
or power of that party

No statement or certificate required
(in contrast to England & Wales)
unless discovery becomes
contentious, when an affidavit
verifying the ‘List of Documents’ can
be required.

The purpose of a commission and diligence is to put the court in
possession of documents about the issues of fact to be
determined. The purpose of the Commission is to achieve the
handing over of the documents or to ascertain what has
happened to them. If a haver refuses to provide documentation
the Commissioner reports to the court. The court may then
order production of the documents.
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Is Electronic disclosure/discovery common?
England & Wales

Scotland

Northern Ireland

E-disclosure is commonly used in England &
Wales and is strongly encouraged by the CPR.

E-discovery is not yet commonly used.

E-discovery is not yet commonly used although
it is increasing in prominence and is referred to
in the Commercial Hub Practice Direction.

Under the Disclosure Pilot Scheme, documents
provided with a statement of case (initial
disclosure) must be provided electronically
unless otherwise ordered or agreed between
the parties.
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Can the documents be inspected?
England & Wales

Scotland

Northern Ireland

Under CPR 31, a party to whom a document
has been disclosed has a right to inspect that
document except where the disclosing party
has a right to withhold inspection (e.g. for
privilege).

When an order for commission and diligence is
granted the court appoints a Commissioner
with a warrant to enter premises and search
for the documents.

Each party is entitled to inspect the other
party’s documents on receipt of a Notice to
Inspect.

The Disclosure Pilot Scheme abolished the
concept of “inspection” and simply requires the
parties to produce the documents they have
listed (except where the party claims a right to
withhold production e.g. for privilege).

If the party who has recovered the documents
does not wish to lodge them with the court,
the other parties to the action are given 14
days to inspect and copy the documents.

The Notice to Inspect entitles the other side to
review a party’s documents at a mutually
convenient time and place.
In practice, parties will generally provide a full
copy of their disclosable documents to each
other.
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What duties are imposed?
England & Wales

Scotland

Northern Ireland

There is a continuing duty to provide disclosure
up to the conclusion of the case.

Once the court order for commission and
diligence is complied with and the relevant
certificate is completed the process is at an
end. If documents falling within the terms of
the Specification are later uncovered they
should be made available.

There is a continuing duty to provide discovery
up to the conclusion of the case.

The Disclosure Pilot Scheme places additional
express duties on the parties including duties:
–

to preserve documents

–

to disclose “Known Adverse Documents”

–

to act honestly

A fresh motion for commission and diligence
can be made.

The Disclosure Pilot Scheme also places duties
on a party’s legal representatives including
duties:
–

to advise and assist the party to comply
with its Disclosure Duties

–

to review the party’s claim to privilege
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Can a party make an application for specific disclosure/
discovery?
England & Wales

Scotland

Northern Ireland

A party to proceedings can ask the court at
any time to order another party to provide
specific documents or class of documents.

A party to proceedings can ask the court at
any time to order another party to provide
specific documents or a class of documents.
The court will not permit a “fishing expedition”.

A party to proceedings can ask the court at
any time to order that another party provide
discovery of particular documents or class of
documents even if that party has already
provided documents under another rule.

Certain types of documents may be
confidential and privileged and therefore not
recoverable.
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What about pre-action?
England & Wales

Scotland

Northern Ireland

A person that is likely to be party to
proceedings can ask the court to order another
likely party to give disclosure before the
proceedings start.

A person can seek an order for commission
and diligence at any time. The rules for certain
types of action may allow for recovery of
certain types of information at the start of an
action (e.g. medical records in a personal
injury action).

A party can ask the court for an order for
disclosure of documents before the
commencement of proceedings.
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What about documents held by non-parties?
England & Wales

Scotland

Northern Ireland

A party can ask the court to
order a person who is not a party
to the proceedings to disclose
documents.

A party can ask the court to
order a person who is not a party
to the proceedings to disclose
documents.

A party can ask the court to
order a person who is not a party
to the proceedings to disclose
documents.
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Costs – who pays?
England & Wales

Scotland

Northern Ireland

After the trial, the court will usually order the
losing party to pay the winning party’s legal
costs including the costs of disclosure.

After the proof (trial), the court will usually
order the losing party to pay the winning
party’s legal costs including the costs of the
recovery of evidence.

After the trial, the court will usually order the
losing party to pay the winning party’s legal
costs including the costs of discovery.

The costs of the disclosure in high-value
commercial litigation can be substantial.
The court may order costs sanctions against a
party that fails to comply with its disclosure
obligations.

Under the new Commercial Hub Practice
Direction, the courts may impose costs
sanctions on a party that applied for full
discovery but which the court later deemed
unnecessary.
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Contacts
England & Wales

Scotland

Paul Worth
Co-Head of Global Litigation

Alastair Frood
Partner

Heidi Archibald
Principal Associate

T: +44 207 919 0686

T: +44 131 476 7902

T: +44 131 476 8373

paulworth@eversheds-sutherland.com

alistairfrood@eversheds-sutherland.com

heidiarchibald@eversheds-sutherland.com

Northern Ireland
Matthew Howse
Partner
T: +44 2 895 6801 39
matthewhowse@eversheds-sutherland.com
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